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Abstract: Due to high thermal stability and pure oxide ionic conductivity, yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is the most commonly
used electrolyte material for solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC). Nano-structured 7YSZ electrolyte layers were fabricated by plasma
spray-physical vapor deposition (PS-PVD) system. The micrograph, microstructure, mechanical properties and gas permeability
were characterized by SEM, TEM, 3D X-ray CT and nano-indenter. Moreover, the deposition mechanism of PS-PVD was also
discussed. Results indicate that 7YSZ electrolyte layers with a thickness of 8.7~12.3 µm were successfully prepared. The substrate
temperature is a key factor to form this advanced structure controlled at ~600 °C. The gas permeability of the nano-structured 7YSZ
electrolyte layer can achieve 2.24×10-8~2.29×10-8 cm4·gf-1·s-1. It also shows good mechanical properties, of which the recovery rate,
hardness and elastic modulus are 57%, 10 GPa and 140 GPa, respectively.
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In recent years the research and development on intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFC) with an
operating temperature of 400~700 °C has emerged as one of
the active areas of investigations[1,2]. IT-SOFC provides a
greater flexibility in the fabrication of electrodes, cell interconnectors and results in reduced thermal degradation and
thermal cycling stress. However, lowering of the operating
temperature of SOFC necessitates considerable reduction in
thickness (to a few microns) of the conventionally used
electrolytes such as yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) to minimize
the ohmic losses[3,4]. Besides, fabrication of nano-structured
electrolyte layer is also a tendency to improve the operation
performance[5,6]. Though thin layer electrolytes could well be
fabricated by traditional techniques such as tape casting[5,7],
atmospheric plasma spraying (APS)[8-10], etc., these techniques
are difficult to obtain a nano-structured thin electrolyte layer.
The present work is intended to explore the possibility of

fabricating dense thin electrolyte layer with nano-structure. It
is hard to prepare nano-structured layer by conventional
technique APS because nano-agglomerated powder injected
into plasma gun will grow into micro-grains[10,11]. Tape casting
is as a universal method to prepared dense electrolytes layer.
Due to high sintering temperature (>1300°C), the nano-sized
powders in slurry after casting will grow[7,12]. Thus, in the
present investigation, there is a novel technique for SOFC
fabrication by employing plasma spray-physical vapor
deposition (PS-PVD).
The PS-PVD was named for vapor phase deposition
through using plasma spray. The PS-PVD process has been
developed with the aim of depositing different structured
functional coatings, such as thin, gas tight and columnar
coating with large area coverage by plasma spray[10,13-15]. The
PS-PVD is developed based on low pressure plasma spray
(LPPS), where electrical current up to 3000 A and plasma gas
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flow up to 200 L/min, an input power level of 180 kW could
be achieved. With the operation pressure decreasing (~100 Pa),
the plasma plume expands to a length of more than 2200 mm
and 400 mm in diameter[16]. Using appropriate parameters, it is
possible to evaporate the powder feedstock materials to obtain
dense nano-structured thin electrolyte layer.

1

Experiment

The facility used in the experiment is PS-PVD multicoat
system (Oerlikon Metco), which was obtained by reconstruction of a conventional LPPS system. By the addition of a
large vacuum blower, the pumping capacity at the PS-PVD
working pressure of 50~200 Pa was enhanced. And the
electrical input power was up to 180 kW. For PS-PVD
operation, a modified single cathode O3CP gun was used. The
feedstock material was an agglomerated 7YSZ designated as
M6700 (Oerlikon Metco, d10=2 µm, d50=10 µm, d90=19 µm),
shown in Fig.1. Disks made of porous stainless steel 430 (12.7
mm×2 mm) were used as substrates. After cleaning the substrate,
a 7YSZ thin layer with a thickness of 8.7~12.3 µm was
deposited by the PS-PVD, where the substrate temperature was
controlled at ~600 °C. During the 7YSZ layer preparation
process, an additional oxygen flow of 2 L/min was used to
prevent a loss of oxygen in the 7YSZ layer driven by the
reducing condition in the low pressure plasma plume.
The microstructure of PS-PVD 7YSZ layer was characterized by field emission-scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Nova-Nono430, FEI) and transmission electron micro-

a

b

scopy (TEM, Titan Themis 200, FEI) assisted with focused
ion beam (FIB, 450S, FEI) milling. Moreover, micrographs of
7YSZ thin layer were observed by 3D X-ray CT (computed
tomography, Xradia 410 Versa, ZEISS), where the volume
resolution is 1 µm and its operation voltage is 120 kV. The gas
permeability of the as-sprayed electrolyte layer was measured.
The effective area was evacuated by a vacuum pump. The
pressure difference across the two sides of the sample was
measured against the testing time after the evacuation was
stopped. The gas permeability was easily calculated based on
Darcy formula according the method described elsewhere. The
effective thickness of the sample was considered to be equal to
that of the electrolyte layer. The scheme of the tester for
permeability is shown in Fig.2. The mechanical properties of
7YSZ electrolyte layers were evaluated by nano-indentation
technique at a load of 3 mN. Nano-indentation tests were
carried out using a nano-indenter (Hysitron, TI premier) with a
Berkovich (tip radius<150 nm).

2 Results and Discussion
2.1 Nano-structured 7YSZ electrolyte layer preparation
7YSZ electrolyte layer was prepared by PS-PVD on porous
stainless steel 430, as shown in Fig.3. Fig.3a and 3b indicate
that dense thin layer with a thickness of 9.7~12.8 µm can be
obtained. As opposite to traditional APS technique, laminarstructured layer with apparent cracks and voids cannot be
observed in PS-PVD layer. Through PS-PVD, the 7YSZ dense
layer can be achieved on the surface with a hole, as indicated
in Fig.3a. Besides, the interface between electrolyte layer and
substrate is very dense, as shown in Fig.3b. Moreover, the
microstructure of 7YSZ layer was characterized by TEM, as
shown in Fig.4. Fig.4a is the bright field image of TEM slice
filled by FIB, showing that the slice is closely packed by lots of
nano-grains (<100 nm). However, some voids are located in the
slice. Magnified TEM image of slice shown in Fig.4b indicates
the interfaces are dense among different-sized nano-grains. The
gas permeability of the dense thin 7YSZ electrolyte layer was
measured to be 2.24×10-8~2.29×10-8 cm4·gf-1·s-1, indicating that
the 7YSZ electrolyte layer has a better gas tight performance
than the APS 7YSZ electrolyte layer[10,17].
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Morphologies of agglomerated 7YSZ powders before polishing (a) and after polishing (b)

Fig.2

Schematic of the tester for gas permeability
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Fig.3

Cross-sectional microstructures of 7YSZ electrolyte layer on
porous stainless steel 430

TEM micrographs of feedstock agglomerated 7YSZ powders
before PS-PVD processing
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Fig.4

Fig.5

TEM micrographs of 7YSZ electrolyte layer

The TEM micrographs of feedstock agglomerated 7YSZ
powders before PS-PVD processing are shown in Fig.5. The
images show that the size of most grains is about 100 nm,

which are higher than the 7YSZ grain size in electrolyte layer
(seen in Fig.4). In traditional techniques, such as APS, tape
casting, using nano-structured powders as feedstock, due to
high temperature in processing, the powders will grow into
micro-sized grains. As opposite to the PS-PVD, in plasma gun,
the powders can be evaporated due to high plasma power and
low operation pressure to avoid grain growth[18,19]. Thus, the
nano-structured 7YSZ electrolyte layer can be obtained by
vapor deposition. On the contrary, the micro-structured
electrolyte layer through APS was achieved because it was
deposited by molten splat[17,20].
2.2 Deposition mechanism of PS-PVD
Above results show that nano-structured 7YSZ electrolyte
layer can be fabricated by PS-PVD due to vapor deposition.
The transformation state of agglomerated 7YSZ powders in
plasma jet is illustrated in Fig.6. Along with spray increasing
in the direction of plasma jet flow, the state of 7YSZ powder
will change gradually. During PS-PVD process, when the
agglomerated 7YSZ powders are injected into plasma gun, the
powders will separate into fine particles due to weak
agglomeration of original particles[18]. At the beginning, the
separated 7YSZ particles will transform from solid particles
into liquid droplets in high temperature plasma gun.
Subsequently the liquid 7YSZ droplets will be atomized into
gas-droplet flow. Before reaching the substrate, most of atoms
and ions are agglomerated into clusters. These clusters will
nucleate and grow into nano-sized crystals once they impact
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Fig.6

Photographs of PS-PVD plasma jet with 7YSZ
powders injection

on the substrate. Finally, nano-structured 7YSZ electrolyte
layer can be obtained, as shown in Fig.7.
Through above analysis of transformation state in plasma
jet, a proposed deposition mechanism of nano-structured
7YSZ electrolyte layer in PS-PVD had been depicted in Fig.7.
The agglomerated 7YSZ powders were injected into O3CP
plasma gun and were accelerated and heated by high enthalpy
plasma from the torch. The shape of particles plume is
divergent, and thus high concentration of deposition species
can be expected in the center of the plasma jet. In the PS-PVD
chamber, the plasma jet is laminar. And the interaction
between the plasma and surrounding atmosphere is weak[18-21].
Therefore, the velocity and temperature of the plasma jet
cannot decrease quickly. When the hot plasma jet comes close
to the relatively cool substrate, a boundary layer will be
formed due to the rapid decrease of velocity and temperature
generating temperature gradient[22-25]. Besides, in the boundary
layer, lots of vapor particles impact the substrate and bounce
back leading to a solubility gradient of vapor particle, which
will generate a super-saturation status. Therefore, in parts of
vapor particles, homogeneous nucleation will take place to form
nano-sized cluster. The size of cluster is mainly dependent on
the local concentration of vapor species and also influenced by
cooling rate[25]. Meanwhile, in most of vapor particles, heterogeneous nucleation will take place directly on the substrate to
form nano-grain dense packed microstructure. Both the
homogeneous nucleation and the heterogeneous nucleation

Fig.7

Schematic diagram of the nano-structured 7YSZ electrolyte
layer deposited by PS-PVD

contribute to the coating deposition and the microstructure of
7YSZ coating is mainly controlled by the substrate temperature[26]. In order to obtain a nano-structured layer, the
substrate temperature was controlled at ~600 °C. If the
substrate temperature increases to ~900 °C, columnar
structured 7YSZ layer will be obtained.
2.3 Characterization of 7YSZ electrolyte layer
2D tomographies of 7YSZ electrolyte layer through X-ray
CT are shown in Fig.8. The X-ray CT is a non-destructive
technique, which is suitable to characterize thin layer because
the X-ray can penetrate through the item easily. Using this
method, the inner microstructure of 7YSZ electrolyte layer
can be observed. Fig.8a is the image of the sample coated with
electrolyte layer. Fig.8b~8d are the inner microstructures of
electrolyte layer with different directions. Fig.8b shows that
the 7YSZ can be deposited in cavity and shadow area through
PS-PVD. Due to vapor deposition, non-line of sight deposition
in PS-PVD is possible. Fig.8c and 8d show that electrolyte
layer has high roughness and non-uniform thickness because
of the layer deposited on a pot-holed porous substrate.
Mobility performance is an important factor for future
commercial SOFC[27,28]. As a key component, physical mechanical property of 7YSZ electrolyte layer was characterized by
nano-indentation test, as shown in Fig.9. Fig.9 indicates the
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Fig.8

2D tomographies of 7YSZ electrolyte layer: (a) sample image and (b~d) different views of cross-sectional sample in Fig.8a
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Fig.9

typical load-displacement curve obtained on the cross-section
of the 7YSZ electrolyte layer. At the beginning, the loading
curve shows linear variation indicating elastic deformation
appearing in the electrolyte layer. But with the load increasing,
the loading curve shows non-linear variation, which results
from plastic deformation. In the un-loading process, the elastic
deformation becomes recovery and the recovery rate is 57%.
Besides, after calculation based on loading-unloading curve,
the hardness and elastic modulus are 10 and 140 GPa,
respectively. Thus, above results indicate that the 7YSZ
electrolyte layer has a good balance on toughness and
hardness due to its nano-structure. And the mechanical
property of 7YSZ electrolyte layer prepared by PS-PVD is
better than that of other electrolyte layer prepared by
suspension plasma spray or sol-gel processing[29,30].

3

Conclusions

1) Dense thin 7YSZ electrolyte layer with a thickness of
8.7̚12.3 µm can be fabricated by PS-PVD on porous stain
steel 430 and it has good bond with substrate. No laminar
structure with crack and void was observed in the thin layer
and its gas permeability was 2.24×10-8̚2.29×10-8 cm4·gf-1·s-1.
2) The 7YSZ electrolyte layer has nano-structure, resulting
from vapor deposition through PS-PVD. The substrate
temperature is a key factor to form this advanced structure
controlled at ̚600 °C. Non-line of sight deposition can be
achieved through PS-PVD. Thus, shadow area on porous
substrate can be deposited.
3) Due to its nano-structure, the 7YSZ electrolyte layer has
good mechanical properties characterized by nano-indentation.
The recovery rate, hardness and elastic modulus are 57%, 10
GPa and 140 GPa, respectively.
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